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TThhee  RRiissiinngg  ooff  TThhee  BBeeaasstt  OOuutt  ooff  TThhee  SSeeaa,,  PPtt..  33  
 

Shalom family.  I stand before you this day with a testimony about a Man 

whose divine wisdom and supernatural understanding of “ALL” things is beyond 

the terrestrial and mundane realms of this world.  This Man’s name is DHDF 6J 

DHDF.  Give Him the glory and the praise!  I can only testify about what I have seen 

or what I know in regard to this “one” Man, DHDF 6J DHDF, and my testimony stands 

that He is no ordinary Man.  I have seen the excellence of His power, glory, and 

might, and it surpasses all “earthly” comprehension.  I know for a fact that what 

DHDF 6J DHDF has done for me, no other man on Earth has the capability of doing.  

Although this is my testimony, I know that there is someone sitting in here that can 

feel what I am saying.  I know you can recall when you received the word how 

DHDF 6J DHDF touched your soul with His word or, better yet, how He is touching 

your soul now with His word.  I know I have some witnesses in here today!  Praise 

Him!  A Man who has come down from Heaven and touched so many souls with 

His word has poured out His spirit and filled us with the Holy Ghost, meaning a 

Rational Mind and we are able to discern truth.  He has poured out His divine 

wisdom and supernatural understanding upon us and has given us an 

understanding of “divine” things that no one can deprive us of.   
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Although the U. S. government has removed the physical body of DHDF 6J 

DHDF from us in expectation of destroying the seed that DHDF 6J DHDF has planted in 

our minds--it is too late, that seed has already germinated in our minds--that part of 

us which the tangible hands of man can’t touch, and that seed is causing us to 

emanate the Great Light of DHDF 6J DHDF.  I am eternally grateful to DHDF 6J DHDF. 

How about you? 

 

DHDF 6J DHDF has declared all things from the beginning, that makes Him the 

Alpha and the Omega.  Do you know what this means?  This means that He knows 

the beginning, the middle, as well as the end.  Therefore, when we receive of His 

divine wisdom and supernatural understanding, He is able to show us the 

“outcome.”  This world is falling away: the economic system is collapsing, death 

and disease are inescapable, wars and rumors of wars meet today’s headlines and, 

yet, today’s rulers still refuse to acknowledge DHDF 6J DHDF.  They continue to hold 

Him in their custody and “pretend” as though they do not understand why 

desolation, death, disease, murder, natural catastrophes, and wars are plaguing 

them today.  Well, we stand as spokesmen/women of DHDF 6J DHDF to declare to the 

world that until you release DHDF 6J DHDF to us, then your land shall continue to 

suffer devastating plagues.  Until the princes of this world shake and tremble with 

fear at the wonders of DHDF, then DHDF shall continue to pour out His spirit upon us, 
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causing us to prophesy of the “terrible destruction” plaguing America and the 

world.  As this truth is reality, it is my “greatest” pleasure to welcome you to part 

three of this seminar, entitled, “The Rising of The Beast Out of The Sea.”   

 

 Do you know that this is one of the prophecies in the Bible that the rulers of 

today fear more than anything?  Why?  Because it is most detrimental to their 

rulership, and they know that once the mystery about this prophecy has been 

revealed, then they have but a short time to rule.  “The Rising of The Beast Out of 

The Sea” is an action that is in motion today, as we speak, and it is my mission to 

continue to prove this to you.    Since my mission is to prove it, then let us open 

our Bibles to the Scripture which holds the underlying theme for this seminar, 

Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1: 

And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up 
out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his 
horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy. 

 

In continuing our sequence of decoding, the next segment of this Scripture 

we shall interpret in this hour and a half is “…and ten horns….”  Before we 

begin, I must say that looking at the words and, ten, and horns, one would 

probably single out “horns” as being the key ingredient to understanding this 

mystery.  However, it is my task to prove that all of these words, when researched 

carefully and put together, show a series of events that are soon to come upon us.  
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Thus, it is imperative that before we can even begin to comprehend “ten horns,” 

we must first divert all of our attention to the three-letter word that is in front of 

“ten horns,” which is “and.”  Referenced in the Encarta World English 

Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 62, and is, “used to link two statements about 

events indicating that the second follows the first.”  It is also “used to introduce a 

situation that is a consequence of something just mentioned.”  In light of these two 

definitions, we can take note that the word “and” is introducing to us a “situation” 

that will result as a consequence of what was previously mentioned in this 

Scripture right before “and ten horns.”  Hence, it is paramount that we go back to 

Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1, and scrutinize what precedes “and ten horns.”      

“…and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven 
heads…” 

 

Now from this reading, we can see clearly that a situation is forth coming as 

a consequence of what was previously mentioned in this Scripture, which is the 

beast (factually established as the President of the U.S.) rising out of the sea, 

having seven heads (meaning seven nations that will unite with him to form a New 

World Order).  Thus, from our research in parts one and two of this seminar, we 

derived at the ultimate summation that the beast (the President of the U.S.) rising 

up out of the sea, having seven heads (seven nations) is all about setting in motion 

a NEW WORLD ORDER.  Therefore, we can conclude definitively that as the 
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beast (the President of the U.S.) begins to establish this NEW WORLD ORDER, 

then something will follow as a result, “and ten horns.”  With this in mind, let us 

firmly refocus our attention back to the definition of “and,” which reads in part, “to 

introduce a situation….”  According to The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised 

Edition, copyright 1998, on page 773, introduce is defined as, “to usher in.”  

Therefore, all evidence is indicating that this situation, which we are getting ready 

to identify, is what shall usher in the NEW WORLD ORDER.   

 

Before moving forward, I must forewarn you that the facts which we are 

about to uncover may be so “overwhelming” that it may take you a little time to 

recuperate from the initial shock.  So, hold on to your seats, because we are in for a 

turbulent ride.  And means a situation.  On the authority of the Merriam Webster’s 

Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 1098, situation is 

defined as, “a critical state of affairs: problem.”  Hence, we are being alerted here 

that “and ten horns” is alluding to a critical state of affairs or problems that will 

usher in the NEW WORLD ORDER.  To detect what this critical state of affairs 

is, we must examine the word “critical.”  On page 275 of the same reference 

source, critical is, “approaching a state of crisis.”   
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So now we know that we are approaching a state of crises. The Webster’s 

New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 2000, on page 344, 

describes crisis as, “a turning point in the course of anything; a crucial event; a 

time of great trouble, often one, which threatens to result in unpleasant 

consequences.”  Did someone just sound an alarm?  We are witnessing from these 

definitions that these critical state of affairs and problems that will usher in the 

NEW WORLD ORDER will be the turning point that will mark the crucial 

forthcoming event.  This event will not only mark the turning point, but it will also 

threaten to result in unpleasant consequences: “a time of Great Trouble.”  

 

Let us begin to identify what this forthcoming crucial event is by probing 

into the second definition of situation, which is problem (coming from the word 

and, in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1).  The Webster’s New World College 

Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 2000, on page 1144, defines problem as, “to 

throw forward.”  Taking heed to this information, we can see that this forthcoming 

crucial event will throw us forward, straight into a time of “Great Trouble.”  

Throw is defined in the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, 

copyright 1999, on page 1230, as, “to deliver (a blow),” and blow, on page 125, 

means, “to beat.”  Thus, we are being cautioned that something will deliver a blow 

or beating that will catapult the world straight into a time of “Great Trouble.”  
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What kind of blow or beating is being referenced here?  It definitely won’t float 

like a butterfly, and it won’t sting like a bee because we are not talking about 

Muhammad Ali.  So, what is being referenced here?  It sounds like we need to 

consult the dictionaries.   

 

In the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 

1999, on page 100, beat is described as, “to dislodge by a repeated hitting.”  

Observe this definition carefully, and allow your faculties of reason to work.  Our 

facts are showing that something is going to be dislodged by a repeated hitting.  In 

the Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, under the reference #574.15 

dislodge is the same as, “disorder.”  Moreover, in the Chamber’s 21st Century 

Dictionary, copyright 1996, on page 384, disorder is defined as, “riotous 

behavior.”  Thus, we are being put on guard that a repeated hitting is going to 

drive something into a riotous behavior?  This is a time for rational thinking, and 

common logics tells us that dogs and cats don’t riot, neither do squirrels and 

chipmunks.  So what creatures on Earth have the capacity to display riotous 

behaviors?  People.  This is getting to be pretty interesting, because now this leaves 

us to determine, based upon the research gathered, what kind of repeated hitting 

would cause public disorder and lead the people to display a riotous behavior?   
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We might as well go ahead and leak the hush-hush on this “repeated hitting, 

as we are still on the course of defining the word and from the phrase “and ten 

horns” in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1.  Let us first define the word hitting, so 

we can find out exactly what this repeated hitting is all about.  Hitting derives from 

the root of the word hit.  According to the Webster’s New World Dictionary of the 

American Language, College Edition, copyright 1960, on page 689, hit is defined 

as, “to strike,” which on page 1444, means, “to attack.”  You should have wide 

eyes and an open mouth right now, if you understand the scope of this.  This 

documentation is affirming that a repeated attack will be the “crucial event” that 

will usher in the NEW WORLD ORDER.  If your receptors have not gone all the 

way to the top to receive this signal, and it’s still coming in a little fuzzy, then I 

hold one more reliable source that should make it crystal clear in your mind.  In the 

Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, under the reference #418.2, attack is 

equivalent to, “terrorist attack.”  So there we have it!  Undeniably, this crucial 

event that will usher in the NEW WORLD ORDER is indeed another 

TERRORIST ATTACK, that will not only result in public disorder but will also 

cause the people to display riotous behaviors.  

 

I’m sure that it’s beginning to seep in right now why the people are going to 

display riotous behaviors.  Most people already believe that these terrorist attacks 
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were something planned by the U.S. government, but they wouldn’t dare allow 

anyone on CNN to say it.  Can you imagine the fear that September 11, 2001 

brought upon the American people?  All kinds of chaos and upheaval resulted from 

these attacks; over hundreds of thousands of people have lost their jobs, major 

companies have filed for bankruptcy, and so forth and so on.  So, what would be 

left if the U.S. (the Land of Opportunity) suffered another terrorist attack?  This 

would definitely affect all nations and would bring about civil disorder.     

 

We haven’t reached the crack of doom yet, so don’t start letting your guard 

down thinking we’ve reached the conclusion.  The truth of the matter is, from this 

point forward, this revelation only intensifies.  To continue our course, let us 

investigate the word repeated from “repeated hitting.”  Repeated, in the Merriam 

Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 991, is 

defined as, “recurring again,” and on page 978, recur means, “to occur again after 

an interval.”  From these facts, we are being admonished that we should look for 

this terrorist attack to occur again, after an interval.   

 

The Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language, College 

Edition, copyright 1960, on page 765, defines interval as, “the space between two 

things; gap.”  Hence, beyond a shadow of doubt, we should look for another 
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terrorist attack to occur in the space between two things?  What does this mean?  

In The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on page 

1412, space is described as, “time; advertising slots in newspapers, etc., or on 

radio or television.”  On page 1532, thing is defined as, “any object.”  Thus, 

between two objects, the newspapers, radio, and television will be using time to 

advertise something to separate these two terrorist attacks.       

 

Before we can understand what the newspapers, radio, and television will 

advertise in the time slots between these two objects, we must first identify what 

these objects are.  Object, in the Random House College Dictionary, Revised 

Edition, copyright 1984, on page 916, comes from the Latin etymology objectus, 

which reads, see: “JET.”  On page 718, jet is the same as, “jet plane.”  Now, just 

in case this is too much for you, let me break it down for you: the evidence is 

clearly pointing out that the objects that are being described here are “JET 

PLANES.”  Since we know that the first terrorist attacks with jet planes have 

already occurred involving the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, then the 

newspapers, radio and television must advertise something to separate the first 

terrorist attacks from the time in which the second or repeated terrorist attack is to 

occur, which is after this interval.   
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To find out what will be advertised in the newspapers, radio, and television 

between the time of these terrorist attacks, we must proceed by defining the word 

gap from the definition of interval (still defining the word and from Revelation, 

Chapter 13, verse 1).  In the Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American 

Language, College Edition, copyright 1960, on page 596, gap is,  “an interruption 

in continuity.”  In the Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 

939, interruption is, “a halt in an ongoing process; temporary.”  Thus, we can 

conclude that whatever this advertising is, it will put a temporary halt in an 

ongoing process.  The base of interruption is interrupt, which in the same 

reference source and page, means, “to obstruct a view.”    

 

Considering all of these facts, we can now understand that not only is the 

media putting a temporary halt on an ongoing process, but they are also seeking to 

obstruct a view of something.  From our research, the facts clearly point out that 

the view the media is seeking to obstruct is this repeated terrorist attack that is 

going to take place.  Now, let’s take a moment to think, since we are dealing with 

the time that is separating these terrorist attacks.  What did the media advertise 

after the September 11, 2001 event?  AMERICA’S NEW WAR ON 

TERRORISM. They were hunting for Bin Laden and trying to counteract 

terrorism--bombing up Afghanistan, because they believed that this character Bin 
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Laden had something to do with 9/11.  Then all of sudden, they flipped the script 

or should I say, they took a temporary halt and started trailing Saddam Hussein in 

Iraq under the guise that he was stock piling weapons of mass destruction, but the 

world knows that the underlying issue is oil.  What kind of joke is this?   

 

So, to be particular, what exactly are they obstructing from our view now?  

The Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on 

page 1316, defines view as, “INSPECTION.”  So there we have it folks: they are 

using this time slot to obstruct our view by advertising INSPECTIONS.  This is 

half of what this interruption in continuity is all about.  Since this is the half, let us 

get to the bottom of the other half by defining the word continuity deriving from 

the definition of gap. 

 

In the Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 

2000, on page 315, continuity is, “the state of being continuous.”  On the same 

page, continue the root of continuous reads, “see: Contain.”  Are you ready for a 

blast?  On the authority of the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth 

Edition, copyright 1999, on page 249, contain is defined as “to follow successfully 

a policy of containment toward; to prevent (as an enemy) from advancing or 

making a successful attack.”  In the Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright 
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1999, on page 391, containment means, “to control measure in nuclear reactions.”  

Let’s make some sense out of this by removing the confusion from the content.  

Nuclear reaction is the same as “nuclear reactor” [Referenced in the Random 

House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1984, on page 911].  The 

Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, reference #514.10, defines nuclear 

reactor, under the key word “nuclear power production,” as, “nuclear weapon.”    

 

Thus, we can conclude with indisputable facts that the inspections in Iraq 

have everything to do with a “policy” to prevent an enemy (Saddam Hussein) from 

making a surprise attack by trying to control his nuclear weapons.  It has 

everything to do with obstructing our view of this repeated terrorist attack that is 

soon to come.  The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 909, 

defines policy as being synonymous to, “rules,” while the Random House College 

Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1984, on page 1153, describes rule as 

being the same as, “ruling.”  In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 

1978, on page 1057, ruling is equivalent to, “RESOLUTION.”  In the Random 

House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1984, on page 1123, 

resolution is define as, “a solution or explanation as of a problem, controversy, 

etc.”  Did not the President of the United States draw up a resolution against Iraq 
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offering solutions and giving explanations of the problem and controversy with 

Saddam Hussein?   

 

So, let us rewind the facts and make a solid summation here.  The beast (the 

President of the U.S.) drew up a resolution to force Saddam Hussein to destroy his 

weapons of mass destruction.  And since, Saddam Hussein is not bending over 

backwards to their every command, then they want to make or threaten war against 

Iraq.  Watch the news headlines, “SHOWDOWN IRAQ.”  This war with Iraq is 

multi-colored, but one of its many shades of color is revealing that they are using 

this to obstruct our view from another terrorist attack.  Thus, what they are 

advertising in the newspapers, and on radio and television, as the “interruption” 

before this second terrorist attack, is the “WAR ON IRAQ.”  Just out of curiosity, 

why are they now so worried about Saddam Hussein who is in his own country 

minding his own business?  If Bin Laden was so much of a threat, shouldn’t they 

still be out there huntin’ ‘em down by bombing up the mountains of Afghanistan?   

 

Now that we have leaked the news propaganda by exploring the grounds 

right before this next terrorist attack is to occur, it is now time to go ahead and 

cross on over into the danger zone by exposing all the hidden “details” about this 

next terrorist attack.  Before we go there, we are still defining the word and from 
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and ten horns in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1.  The next word that we shall 

define is “jet,” which came from object.  The Random House College Dictionary, 

Revised Edition, copyright 1984, on page 718, describes jet as, “to throw.”  It also 

comes from the Greek lithos, which means, “stone.”  Now, in putting two and two 

together, the seat of reasoning is telling us that this jet plane that will come after 

this interval will throw a stone.  The American Heritage College Dictionary, 

copyright 2000, on page 1413, defines throw as, “to discharge into the air by any 

means.”  Therefore, we can grasp that a “stone” will be discharged from the air by 

a jet plane.  Must I remind you, this is not the Flintstones, and we are not in 

Bedrock, neither do we live in the Rock Age, so what does this stone mean in 

modern-day terms?  In accordance with the Random House College Dictionary, 

Revised Edition, copyright 1984, on page 1294, stone comes from the Latin stiria, 

which in the basic sense is, “something hard.”  The Chamber’s 21st Century 

Dictionary, copyright 1996, on page 611, defines hard as, “said of nuclear 

missiles.”  Hence, our facts are validating that this next terrorist attack will be a jet 

plane discharging nuclear missiles from the air. 

 

We still have left one stone unturned, because we have yet to finish defining 

the second definition of interval, which is gap.  Here is the big whammy, the grand 

finale that we have been waiting for: where is this second terrorist attack going to 
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take place?  Clean your ears out and listen very intently as we let Webster, 

Random, and Bartlett do all the talking.  The Webster’s New World Dictionary of 

the American Language, College Edition, copyright 1960, on page 596, defines 

gap as, “an opening.”  In the Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, 

copyright 1984, on page 931, opening is, “the act of beginning an activity; a 

celebration marking this.”  From these facts, we can readily deduce that these 

nuclear missiles will be dropped at an opening at the beginning of an activity.  The 

Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, under the reference #385.4, 

references activity as a cross-reference to #167.1.  Under the reference #167.1, 

activity is synonymous to “pastime, amusement, sport, and entertainment,” which 

is also a cross-reference to #145.2.  Under the reference #145.2, are sports 

grounds, which is the same as, “stadium and arena.”   

 

Somebody fire a warning flare because we are being issued a warning that 

the type of area that a jet plane will discharge a nuclear missile from the air will be 

over a place where people go for pastime, amusement, sports events, and 

entertainment, much like an arena or stadium.  These are the types of places that 

we should be “watchful” of, especially during the time when they will be hosting 

“celebrations.”  Now, let us get a little more clarity on what celebration means.  In 

The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on page 231, 
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celebration is defined as, “frequented.”  The Webster’s New World College 

Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 2000, on page 566, defines frequent as, “to 

go to constantly.”  The root of constantly is constant, which in The Synonym 

Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 221, is “regular.”  Regular, on 

page 1005, is equivalent to “periodical.”  Hence, this plane carrying nuclear 

missiles will hit an arena or stadium that periodically hosts events.  The Bartlett’s 

Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, reference #641.7 defines periodical as 

“seasonal or yearly.”  Our research has firmly established that we should exercise 

caution in attending events at stadiums or arenas during the time a yearly or 

seasonal activity is being hosted, because this is the time in which a plane carrying 

nuclear missiles will hit with the next terrorist attack.  Logically deducing the facts, 

depending on the popularity and magnitude of what this yearly or seasonal activity 

is, this may be a place where people from all over the world will gather, or it could 

even be a place that people outside of the country gather.  Can you imagine the 

disaster?  How many times worse will this be than the hit of the World Trade 

Center?  We are talking about Nuclear Power and its effects--“A WORLD 

CRISIS.”   

 

 We have now pointed out this “crucial event” that shall catapult the world 

into a time of “Great Trouble,” stemming from the word and in Revelation, 
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Chapter 13, verse 1.  I don’t think that Nostradamus or the tabloids could tell this 

better, neither could they have supplied the documentation to prove this crisis, this 

crucial event that will usher in the NEW WORLD ORDER, while simultaneously 

catapulting the world into a time of Great Trouble.  Since we have concluded what 

this crisis is, it is now time that we discuss this time of “Great Trouble,” so let us 

see what the Bible has to say about this.  Please turn to Jeremiah, Chapter 30, verse 

7:   

Alas! for that day is great, so that none is like it: it is even the 
time of Jacob's trouble; but he shall be saved out of it. 

  

Mark, Chapter 13, verse 19:   

For in those days shall be affliction, such as was not from the 
beginning of the creation which God, DHDF, created unto this 
time, neither shall be. 

 

Zephaniah, Chapter 1, verse 15: 

That day is a day of wrath, a day of trouble and distress, a day 
of wasteness and desolation, a day of darkness and gloominess, 
a day of clouds and thick darkness, 

 

So after this next terrorist attack that will be unlike the first, we will be up 

against something else, which is described as “Great Trouble.”  In The Oxford 

Universal Dictionary, copyright 1955, on page 2254, trouble means, “to oppress.”  

Thus, we can see that after this second terrorist attack happens, then someone will 
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be forced into a time of great oppression.  The Bible says that this is even a time of 

Jacob’s trouble, as we just read in the Scripture.  The same reference source, on 

page 1377, describes oppress as, “to burden with unjust restraints; tyrannize over.”  

Therefore, we can gather that as a result of this crucial event, this next terrorist 

attack even Jacob will be burdened with unjust restraints.  In the Random House 

College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1984, on page 1125, the root of 

restraint is restrain and it means, “to deprive of liberty.”   This is what the beast 

(the President of the U.S.) has been waiting for; the opportunity to deprive the 

people of liberty.  By depriving the people of their liberty the beast (the President 

of the U.S.) will have the liberty to tyrannize the world.  This is what ushering in 

the NEW WORLD ORDER is all about.  So, here comes the million dollar 

question of the day, “Who will suffer from this oppression, and whose liberty will 

be taken away as a result of this next terrorist attack?”   

 

We have now set the stage to welcome our last point of discussion, which is 

“ten horns” which is from our series of words “and ten horns” found in 

Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1.  We don’t want to jump to conclusions about this 

time of Great Trouble, so we will answer these confounding questions by first 

examining the word ten from its Hebrew rendering.  In The New Strong’s 

Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary, copyright 
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1990, on page 92, under the reference #6235, ten in Hebrew is asarah (as-aw-

raw’) and it comes from the Hebrew #6237, asar (aw-sar), which is defined as “to 

accumulate.”   

 

In the Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 11, 

accumulate means to “collect.”  Thus, we are gathering that something must be 

collected.  The Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 

1984, on page 264, defines collect as, “hoard,” which the Chamber’s 21st Century 

Dictionary, copyright 1996, on page 638, defines hoard as, “to gather secretly.”  

From these facts, we can conclude that after the next terrorist attack, someone has 

plans to oppress a people by secretly gathering them together.  I can easily make an 

assumption about who these people will be and why they will want to gather them 

together; but right now, we are just going to let the facts speak by defining the 

word secretly.   

 

Let’s go ahead and put the truth on the hot seat.  Secretly derives from the 

root secret, which in The Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, 

copyright 1984, on page 1189, means, “U.S. Government and Military, (of 

information) bearing the classification secret.”  Moreover, on page 249, 

classification is, “the category as restricted, confidential, or top secret, to which 
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information, etc., is assigned, based on the degree of protection considered 

necessary to safeguard it from unauthorized use.”  We can “firmly” establish based 

on these validated facts that it is the U.S. government who, with the help of the 

military, will categorize information as restricted, confidential, and top-secret.  

This information will be assigned based on the degree of protection considered 

necessary to safeguard it from unauthorized use.  I’m sure you are curious as to 

why the U.S. government needs the help of the military to carry out this secret 

operation. 

 

The Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language, College 

Edition, copyright 1960, on page 933, defines military as, “of the army.”  In the 

Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, reference #77.14, under the keyword 

army unit, the army is, “regiment.”  And in the Webster’s New World Dictionary 

of the American Language, College Edition, copyright 1960, on page 1224, 

regiment is, “military division; government.”  Thus, we are gaining insight into 

the fact that this military division is all about a military government.  In the 

Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, under the reference #49.16, military 

government is the same as, “martial law.”   
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Therefore, we can see that in order to oppress the people, the U. S. 

government will use the military to institute martial law after this next terrorist 

attack.  The question is why?  In the Black’s Law Dictionary, Abridged Seventh 

Edition, copyright 2000, on page 791, absolute martial law is described as, “the 

carrying on of government functions entirely by military agencies, as a result of 

which the authority of civil agencies is superseded.”  It also reads, “a body of firm, 

strictly enforced rules that are imposed because of a perception by the country’s 

rulers that civil government has failed, or might fail, to function.  Martial law is 

usually imposed when rulers foresee an invasion, economic collapse, or other 

breakdown of the rulers’ desired social order.”   

 

Is America suffering from an invasion?  Terrorist attacks are invasions.  Is 

America not suffering from economic collapse and from other social disorders that 

are not desirable?  So, they are using the guise of terrorism to carry out this secret 

and underhanded plot.  And that’s not all--as America continues to suffer from 

invasion, economic collapse, and other social disorders, then the people will begin 

to display “riotous behaviors.”  This will definitely give them a sensible reason to 

institute martial law, especially since the government will create and orchestrate 

this entire ruckus in the first place.  To top it off, the definition reads that if a 

country’s ruler foresees these things, then he has the right to institute “martial 
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law.”  Who is the ruler of this country?  President George W. Bush.  This sounds 

much like Nebuchanezzar, the ruler of Babylon, when his spirit was so troubled by 

dreams and night visions that he threw the Hebrew boys in the fiery furnace.  It is 

the same today: all President Bush has to do is “foresee” whatever he wants to see 

and history shall repeat itself--we all shall be thrown in the fiery furnace. 

 

In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 430, 

foresee is described as, “to expect.”  In The American Heritage College 

Dictionary, copyright 2000, on page 481, expect is defined as, “suppose.”  In 

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 

1184, suppose is defined as, “to have a suspicion of.”  So all President Bush has to 

do is have a “suspicion” of you.  Congress has all ready passed laws that give the 

FBI the right to detain anyone they suspect could pose a danger to the American 

people.   

 

Suspicion comes from the word suspect, which in the Chamber’s 21st 

Century Dictionary, copyright 1996, on page 1424, means, “thought to be false.”  

So, all he has to do is have a “suspicion” of or think something to be false, and 

there is the lock and key.  The Random House College Dictionary, Revised 

Edition, copyright 1984, on page 477, defines false as, “tending to deceive.”  The 
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Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 

298, defines deceive as, “to give a false impression.”  What he plans to do is to 

take a people and make them appear suspicious by giving the world a false 

impression of them.  This is real!  In the Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 

1996, reference #351.6, false impression is synonymous to “superstition.”  So we 

can see that what President Bush foresees is nothing but superstition: in fact, he is 

a “superstitious” person.   

 

In the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 

1999, on page 1183, superstition is, “an irrational abject attitude of mind toward 

God.”  Also in the Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 

1984, on page 1320, superstition is, “irrational fear of what is unknown, esp. in 

connection with religion.”  Therefore, we can see that President Bush has an 

irrational abject attitude of mind toward God, DHDF, and he also has an irrational 

fear of a religion that will rise up, which is why he is issuing top secret orders to 

throw away the key on these people.  Truly, this is a time of Jacob’s Trouble!   

  

Now let’s get back on the course of distinguishing what group of people will 

be gathered together under “martial law” (as we are defining the word ten from 

Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1).  First, let us see how they plan to gather these 
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people in the time of “Great Trouble.”  In The Cassell Concise Dictionary, 

Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on page 607, gather means, “to concentrate.”  

The action word of gather is gathering, which in the Webster’s New World 

College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 2000, on page 586, means, “a 

crowd,” which on page 347, is described as “the masses.”  Hence, the masses are 

the people who will be subjected to martial law and concentrated.  Concentrate, in 

The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on page 298, is 

“concentration camps.”  We should have no doubt in our minds because all the 

facts are showing us that the U.S. government has a top-secret plan to gather the 

masses of the people in CONCENTRATION CAMPS under martial law--right 

after the next terrorist attack.  So, who are the masses? 

 

In the Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language, College 

Edition, copyright 1960, on page 903, the masses are, “the common people; the 

lower classes in social order.”  In accordance with the Webster’s New World 

College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 2000, on page 851, lower means, 

“down,” and it also means, “to appear threatening.”  So, evidently the lower class 

in social order is the “down people” whom the government will make it appear that 

they are a threat to the American people.   
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According to Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 

copyright 2000, on page 431, down etymologically comes from Indo European 

dun (d-u-n) which, on page 442, is described as, “chestnut brown.”  A hint has just 

been dropped about the color of this people, and I am sure some of you are wiping 

the sweat from your face saying, “Whew, I’m glad I’m not that color.”  Well, if we 

think that we are going to get off that easy, we had better think twice.  In the 

Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 555, the Indo-

European base dun is the ancestor of English “dusk,” which on page 557 is 

defined as, “dark in color.”  The adjective of dusk is dusky, which is described on 

the same page as, “dark colored; an offensive term meaning dark-skinned; having 

somewhat a dark skin or dark complexion.”   

 

I told you we were not all going to get off that easy.  Anybody that has a 

drop of color in their skin is considered dark-skinned to the U.S. government.  That 

includes Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Iranians, 

Indians, Blacks, it doesn’t matter--whatever you like to call yourself.  So here we 

see that the U.S. government has plans to put all DARK SKINNED people in 

CONCENTRATION CAMPS by making it appear that they are a threat to the 

public.  Do you see the impact this next terrorist attack will have on the minds of 

the people?  The government is going to make the people “frantically paranoid” so 
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when they start pointing fingers, the people will be receptive to doing what ever 

the government says. 

   

The Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 80, defines 

appear as to “be seen in public.”  The Webster’s New World College Dictionary, 

Fourth Edition, copyright 2000, on page 1491, defines threat as, “to be an 

indication or source of potential danger; menace.”  Thus, it will be the U.S. 

government’s job to slander dark-skinned people in the media by causing them to 

be seen in the eyes of the public as indications or sources of potential danger or 

terror.  That will not be hard to do.  Most people are already fearful of dark skinned 

people, anyway, all you have to do is say “boo,” and everyone scatters.  Better yet, 

go to the pool, jump in the water, and see if everyone else doesn’t run out.   

 

The news media is reverberating the word “terrorist” over and over as a 

campaign to make people accustomed to hearing it, so that at the last, they can 

point us out and say “potential terrorists, round ‘em up.”  Do you see how stupid 

that sounds--“potential terrorists”--that could be anyone.  So, the question is, what 

do they fear so much about these dark-skinned people?  Our research shows that 

they fear the rise of a religion that has something to do with God, especially since 
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the facts show that President Bush has an irrational abject attitude of mind toward 

God. 

 

Logic to all of this is found in the word menace (as we are defining ten).  On 

the authority of the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, 

copyright 1999, on page 725, menace is defined as, “to make a show of intention 

to harm.”  The Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 1129, 

defines menace as, “threatening speech.”  Thus, they want to show that these 

people have the intentions to harm, because of their speech.  We have to delve a 

little deeper into this.  According to The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised 

Edition, copyright 1998, on page 1417, speech is, “the dialect of a nation.”  This 

shows that they will come after dark-skinned people because of the dialect of a 

nation.  So, we are seeing that they fear dark-skinned people because of the dialect 

of a nation. Uh-oh, I think we are finally getting down to the bottom of this matter.  

We are seeing that they don’t fear this people because they think they are violent or 

because they have the potential to be terrorists but, rather, they fear them because 

of their speech--especially their dialect about God. 

 

In the Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright 1955, on page 500, dialect is 

the same as “dialectic,” which, on the same page is, “investigation of truth by 
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analysis.”  Thus, we can see that this nation must be a group of people who believe 

in investigating the truth by analysis and, therefore, must have the capability of 

persuading all dark skinned people to follow them.  So, as a result, the 

government’s first thought is to lock ‘em up.  Now, let us break down this 

definition, “investigation of truth by analysis,” for digestion.  In the Webster’s 

New World Dictionary of the American Language, College Edition, copyright 

1960, on page 769, investigation, “refers to a detailed examination or search, to 

uncover facts and determine the truth.”  The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, 

copyright 1978, on page 1263, defines truth as being equivalent to “gospel,” and 

on page 467, gospel is, “Scripture; New Testament.”  The Encarta World English 

Dictionary, copyright 1999, page 60, defines analysis as, “to loosen; or unloose.”   

 

Thus, the government is afraid of dark-skinned people because they fear that 

from among them a nation will rise up who will be able to do a detailed 

examination or search of the Scriptures and uncover the facts concerning the 

gospel, the New Testament of the Bible.  Moreover, the government has a fear of a 

nation of people that is able to loose the seals of the Scriptures of the New 

Testament of the Bible.  I believe this would be a threat to the rulers of this 

government, don’t you?  But it has absolutely nothing to do with violence: it has 

everything to do with straight up facts--truth.  
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  In the Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 

1984, on page 366, dialect, also means “to speak,” which in the Merriam 

Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 1127, is 

defined as “to testify.”  On page 1218, testify means, “to prove; to give evidence 

of.”  Thus, the nation of people who can prove and show credible evidence through 

loosing the seals of the Scriptures of the New Testament of the Bible pose a threat 

to America’s rulership.  Is this what President Bush was able to see--that his 

rulership was over due to the testimony of this nation of people?  The war that is 

going on with this nation that has a testimony can be substantiated in the Bible.  

Let us turn to Revelation 12:9: 

And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make 
war with the remnant of her seed, which keep the 
commandments of DHDF, and have the testimony of Christ, DHDF 
6J DHDF. 

 

 Conclusively, the nation of people that they fear has a testimony of Christ, 

DHDF 6J DHDF.  Christ is the same as “Messiah,” and there is only one Nation who 

has the testimony of the Messiah, DHDF 6J DHDF, and that is the Nation of DHDF.  

This is the religion that President Bush has an irrational fear of among the dark 

skinned people.  This leaves us with no choice but to define the word horns, which 

is the last word in the phrase, “and ten horns.”  In The New Strong’s Exhaustive 

Concordance of the Bible, Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary, copyright 1990, on 
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page 105, under the reference #7161, the Hebrew word for horn is qeren (keh’-

ren); which is, “a projecting.”  It comes from #7160, qaran (kaw-ran’), which 

means, “to gore.”  First, let us start with projecting.  Projecting derives from 

project, which in the Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, page 

1437, means, “to cast,” which in The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 

1978, on page 151, cast is described as, “exile.”   

 

Thus, the Nation of DHDF is a group of exiles.  What does this mean?  In The 

Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on page 505, exile 

is, “a person who has been long absent from his native country; the captivity of the 

Jews in Babylon.”  In the Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth 

Edition, copyright 2000, on page 768, a Jew is, “a member of the tribe of Judah; a 

person descended from the ancient Hebrew of the Biblical times.”  In the 

Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 2000, on page 

659, Hebrew is, “any member of a group…tracing descent from Abraham, Isaac 

and Jacob; Israelite.”  In the Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, 

copyright 1984, on page 711, Israelite is “one of a group considered as God’s 

chosen people.”  The Nation of DHDF is the Hebrew Israelite People, from the 

Tribe of Judah, the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, God DHDF[’s] 
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chosen people who have been long absent from their native land and have been in 

captivity to a place cryptically called Babylon, known today as America.   

 

Let us move to our second definition of horn, which is “to gore.”  In the 

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 

503, gore means the same as, “blood,” which on page 124, blood is, “a black 

American male--used esp. among black people.”  The U.S. government will use 

the next terrorist attack to lock up all dark-skinned people because they fear the 

rise of a religion that has the testimony of the Messiah, DHDF 6J DHDF.  This nation 

of people have been led to believe that they are Black Americans when, in fact, 

they are Hebrew Israelites, the Tribe of Judah, the descendants of Abraham, Isaac 

and Jacob, God DHDF[’s] chosen people.  And even more, they fear this Hebrew 

Israelite people because we have the ability to loose the seals of the Scriptures of 

the New Testament of the Bible and reveal that the wicked Governments of this 

world have but a short time before they are replaced by the “Theocratic 

Government of DHDF.”  This has been their greatest fear since J. Edgar Hoover.  

Read the Be Aware Fact Sheet in the book, Our True History, The World’s Best 

Kept Secret; read the book Concentration Camps.  These truths are now becoming 

a reality right before our eyes!   
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This is now the time of Great Trouble, Jacob’s Trouble, meaning that we 

must be aware of all the signs that are taking place in the world events today, 

particularly when we see “the next terrorist attack” take place, because this is the 

method that the U.S. government shall use to come after all dark-skinned people.  

“O Israel, be ready with your loins girded up!”  Praise DHDF for the revelation and 

“chazaq veamats!”  
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